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SEARCH BY: Names As Subjects
Jesus Christ--African interpretations
Jesus Christ--Asian interpretations
Jesus Christ--Latin American interpretations
Jesus Christ--Japanese interpretations
Jesus Christ--Art
Jesus Christ--Divinity
Jesus Christ--Baha’i interpretations
Jesus Christ--Buddhist interpretations
Jesus Christ--Hindu interpretations
Jesus Christ--Islamic interpretations
Jesus Christ--Marxist interpretations
Jesus Christ--Mormon interpretations
Jesus Christ--Jewish interpretations

SEARCH BY: Subjects
Art and religion
Art, African
Art, Chinese
Art, Christian
Art, Modern--1900-
Christianity and African Religions
Christianity and Buddhism
Christianity and Hinduism
Christianity and Islam
Christianity and Judaism
Christianity and other religions
Christians in Africa
Christians in Asia
Christians in China
Christians in Cuba
Christians in India
Christians in Japan
Christians--Arab countries
Christians--Central America
Christians--El Salvador
Christians--Islamic countries
Christians--Latin America
Christians--Third World
Christology
Culture and religion--Canada
Theology--Africa
Theology--Asia
Theology--Brazil
Theology--Central America
Theology--El Salvador
Theology--Ghana
Theology--Haiti
Theology--Nigeria
Theology--Peru
Theology in Asia
Theology in Africa
Theology in China
Theology in Cuba
Theology in Japan
Theology in Latin America
Theology in the Americas
Theology in the Third World
Theology in the United States

SEARCH BY: Keywords
“Jesus Christ” AND interpretations AND Africa
“Jesus Christ” AND Asia
Jesus AND images

SEARCH BY: Title Keywords
Jesus (TI) AND Images (TI)

SEARCH BY: Subject—Geographic
Africa (GE) AND Jesus
Asia (GE) AND Jesus
Brazil (GE) AND Jesus
Argentina (GE) AND Jesus

SEARCH HINTS
ATLA Advanced Search:
- Limit by Year
- Limit by Publication Type
- Language

Search for Journals at WIU:
- www.wiu.edu/library/phl/
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